HEALTH AND WELLBEING SCRUTINY PANEL
THURSDAY 19 NOVEMBER 2020 AT 10.00AM
PRESENT:

ALSO
PRESENT:

Councillor Paton (Chair until 12.30pm), Councillors Birks (as substitute for
Councillor Ms Ellis-Williams) (until 2.13pm), Dr Davison, Mrs Finlayson (Chair
from 12.30pm), Mrs McKerrell, McNulty (until 1.56pm), Shepherd (as substitute
for Councillor Tarbitt) and Miss Whalen.

Councillor J Mallinson - Leader
Councillor Ellis - Deputy Leader and Finance, Governance and Resources
Portfolio Holder
Councillor Nedved - Economy, Enterprise and Housing Portfolio Holder
Councillor Christian – Environment and Transport Portfolio Holder
Councillor Mrs Mallinson – Communities, Health and Wellbeing Portfolio Holder
Councillor Higgs – Culture, Heritage and Leisure Portfolio Holder
Andrew Smith – Chairman, Tullie House
Andrew Mackay – Director and Board Member, Tullie House
Katie Proud – Head of Finance and Board Member, Tullie House
Anna Smalley – Head of Collections and Engagement, Tullie House

OFFICERS:

Deputy Chief Executive
Corporate Director of Finance and Resources
Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services
Corporate Director of Economic Development
Neighbourhood Services Manager
Health & Wellbeing Manager
Policy and Performance Officer
Overview and Scrutiny Officer

HWSP.62/20

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillor Ms Ellis-Williams and Councillor
Tarbitt.
HWSP.63/20

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

There were no declarations of interested submitted.
HWSP.64/20

PUBLIC AND PRESS

RESOLVED - It was agreed that the items of business within Part A be dealt with in public and
Part B be dealt with in private.
HWSP.65/20

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS

RESOLVED – 1) That it be noted that Council, at its meeting on 3 November 2020, received
and adopted the minutes of the meeting held on 27 August 2020 and 17 September 2020. The
Chair will sign the minutes at the first practicable opportunity.
2) That the minutes of the meetings 8 October 2020 be approved.

HWSP.66/20

CALL IN OF DECISIONS

There were no items which had been the subject of call-in.
HWSP.67/20

BUDGET 2021/22 – 2025/26

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources submitted the annual budget reports, noting
that the Panel’s consideration marked the beginning of the process for setting and approving
the Council’s Budget.
(a)

Budget Update - Revenue Estimates 2021/22

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources submitted report RD.32/20 providing a
summary of the Council's revised revenue base estimates for 2020/21, together with base
estimates for 2021/22 and forecasts up to 2025/26 for illustrative purposes. Potential new
spending pressures, bids and savings had also been considered in the report. The Panel’s
agenda set out the matters which fell within the remit of the Panel.
The report set out known revisions to the MTFP projections, although there were a number of
significant factors affecting the budget that were currently unresolved, details of which were
recorded at Section 1.3. A summary of the outstanding key issues, together with the resource
assumptions were also provided at Section 4.
The Executive had on 9 November 2020 (EX.122/20) received the report and resolved:
“That the Executive:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Noted the revised base estimates for 2020/21 and base estimates for 2021/22;
Noted the current MTFP projections, which would continue to be updated throughout the
budget process as key issues became clearer and decisions were taken;
Noted the initial budget pressures, bids and savings which needed to be taken into
account as part of the 2021/22 budget process;
Noted the review of the earmarked reserves as outlined in paragraph 9 and Appendix F.”

In considering the report, Members raised the following questions and comments:
•

Had the Council received any financial support from the Government in relation to the Covid19 pandemic?

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources confirmed that the Government had, to date,
provided £1.8m of emergency funding in four tranches. They had also provided a co-funding
mechanism for the shortfall in income from sales, fees and charges. The City Council covered
the first 5% of the annual budget and government would reimburse 75% of the remaining
shortfall, one claim had been submitted so far.
•

A Member noted that the Energy Monitoring System was the only financial reference to the
Local Air Quality Plan. The Panel would be scrutinising the Local Environment (Climate
Change) Strategy in January 2021 and wanted to ensure that the relevant budgets were in
place to address the actions. The Panel also asked how the Council’s obligations from the
Strategy would be incorporated into the budget.

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources highlighted some of the capital programmes
and schemes within the budget which was part of the Council’s climate change work. She
confirmed that there was specific capital and revenue base budget funding in place adding that

further work would need to be undertaken to create an affordable plan to include future climate
change work into the budget. She agreed to provide the Panel with a written response detailing
the existing capital and revenue figures.
•

A Member asked for further information regarding the Cremator Replacement.

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources explained that the budget contained a capital
proposal for the replacement of the cremators split over two years. Due to prudent financial
management of the Health and Wellbeing Team the capital sum for the replacement of the
cremators had been put into a reserve from the revenue income to cover the replacement costs.
The Health and Wellbeing Manager added that the capital proposal would cover the
replacement costs of the two cremators and the associated necessary works. He informed the
Panel that the new cremators were the most environmentally friendly available, and the work
would take two years to complete.
•

There was some concern that the loss of income at Talkin Tarn was not just as a result of
Covid 19 and a Member asked how the shortfall would be addressed in the future.

The Health and Wellbeing Manager assured the Panel that the income loss at Talkin Tarn was
only as a result of the pandemic. The tearoom had to be closed following guidance, a kiosk
facility was opened but had reduced the income. The Corporate Director of Finance and
Resources reminded the Panel that the 2020/21 budget process had reduced some targets to
more realistic income targets and the Health and Wellbeing Manager added that Talkin Tarn
always met the targets and when the targets were overachieved the money was reinvested into
the site.
•

A Member asked for if an application had been made to receive part of the £2.5m National
Lottery Climate Action Fund for Cumbria from the Zero Carbon Cumbria Partnership.

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources responded that any external grants and
contributions that finance had been made aware of were included in the budget documents.
The Finance, Governance and Resources Portfolio Holder confirmed that the National Lottery
Climate Action Fund had already been allocated and there was no money allocated directly to
Carlisle City Council.
•

A Member asked for an update on the lost revenue at the Old Fire Station.

The Health and Wellbeing Manager advised the Panel that the Old Fire Station remained closed
following government guidance. There was no income, however, staff had been redeployed
elsewhere so there were no costs being incurred and therefore no overall impact on budget
pressures. He added that work was being undertaken to lease out the site and this would
impact the 2022/23 income expectations.
RESOLVED – 1) That report RD.32/20 Budget Update – Revenue Estimates 2021/22 to
2025/26 had been submitted to the Panel;
2) That the Corporate Director of Finance and Resources provide the Panel with written details
of the existing capital and revenue base budget funding for climate change matters contained
within the budget.
3) That Panel asked the Executive to ensure that the cost of meeting the City Council’s climate
change obligations were included in the budget.

(b)

Review of Charges 2021/2022

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources presented the Review of Charges reports
informing the Panel that there was a 3% increase on the overall level of income in line with the
Corporate Charging Policy.
(i) Community Services
The report of the Deputy Chief Executive had been submitted (CS.30/20) with an addendum
which set out the proposed fees and charges for 2021/22 relating to those services falling
within the Community Services Directorate.
The charges highlighted within the report would result in an anticipated level of income of
£2,518,400 against the MTFP target of £3,006,000 which represented a shortfall of £487,600
against the MTFP target. Details of the proposed charges in relation to those areas within the
Panel’s remit as detailed on the agenda, were contained within the report.
The Executive had on 9 November 2020 (EX.123/20) received the report and decided:
“That the Executive:
1.
Had reviewed the proposed charges as set out in the body of Report CS.30/20, the
Addendum and relevant appendices with effect from 1 April 2021, noting the impact
those would have on income generation as detailed within the report.
2.
Made the report of proposed charges and the Addendum available to relevant Scrutiny
Panels for their review and comment.”
In considering the report, Members raised the following questions or comments:
•

The Panel raised a number of questions regarding enforcement action for fly tipping. In
response the Neighbourhood Services Manager clarified the following:
- there had been a slight increase in fly tipping due to Covid 19 restrictions, particularly
during the time when the local Household Waste Recycling Centres were closed. The sites
remained open, were operating well and the cases of fly tipping had reduced accordingly;
- there continued to be issues of fly tipping at recycling centres, however, it was treated a
little different to those dumping waste. In 2019 the Council had run a successful campaign
which focused on Christmas waste, the campaign would be repeated this year with
additional cameras and an increase in the message that recycling must be disposed of
correctly or fines would be issued;
- the maximum ‘on-the-spot’ fine of £400 for fly tipping was set by the Government. If the fly
tipping was commercial or it was a repeat offender, Civil Enforcement Officers had the power
to refer the case for prosecution through the courts. This could result in a criminal offence
and unlimited fine;
- if the Council issued the fine it retained the money, if the Court issued the fine then the
Court would retain the money;
- the Council offered a reduced fine if it was paid quickly to encourage payment and reduce
the number of cases that had to progress to Court.

The Finance, Governance and Resources Portfolio Holder reminded the Panel that additional
funds had been allocated in the 2019/20 budget to increase capacity, especially at Christmas, to
ensure that the sites were emptied quickly. In addition the Council did issue fines to people who
left their waste next to the recycling site.

•

A Member suggested that there should be an increase in publicity for the 10% discount for
monthly and annual car parking permits, in addition, she asked for more information on the
removal of the early bird tariff from West Walls car park.

The Neighbourhood Services Manager agreed that there should be more promotion of the
discount available, however, given the current restrictions it would be prudent to do this in the
future. He added that the early bird tariff had been removed from West Walls car park given
very low take-up of the offer in that individual car park. The early bird offer remained popular in
other car parks.
•

If the public continued to work from home or use alternative modes of transport how would
the shortfall in car parking income affect the budget?

The Neighbourhood Services Manager acknowledged that there was a trend which moved
away from driving. There was a core customer base which continued to use the car parks;
however, some work would be required in the future to consider the supply and demand for car
parking in Carlisle.
The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources clarified that a shortfall in income became a
budget pressure and savings would have to be found elsewhere in the budget. She added that
there was significant pressure on a number of income streams as a result of Covid-19 and they
would need to be addressed as part of the budget process. She reminded the Panel that some
emergency government funding had been received to address income shortfall as a direct result
of Covid-19, and that any on-going impact of Covid-19 was to be addressed as part of the 2020
Spending Review.
The Environment and Transport Portfolio Holder commented that there were several car parking
schemes which should be promoted better in the City and he reminded the Panel of the role the
Council had regarding climate change and the cycling and walking infrastructures.
•

How was Bereavement Services dealing with the increase in deaths in the City and was
there a special rate for families who had been financially impacted by Covid-19?

The Health and Wellbeing Manager explained that the rates were as detailed in the charges
review, there was no reduced rate. However, there was an option for a direct cremation which
was lower cost, and this had become increasingly popular. He reported that the dedicated
Bereavement Service staff had been under extreme pressure in April and May had worked
tirelessly seven days a week to provide the service.
•

A Member asked for an update on the Spending Review and Covid-19 emergency funds.

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources informed the Panel that the outcome of the
Spending Review was due on 25 November 2020 which should provide the key principles for
business rate baseline funding for 2021/22, with the detailed figures expected in mid-December.
Support of £1.8m had been received to date from government and monthly returns continued to
be submitted to the MHCLG but there was no indication if further tranches of support would be
received.
The Environment and Transport Portfolio Holder informed the Panel that the waste collection
calendars would not be circulated to households in hard copy. The calendars would be
published online and on social media and hard copies could be requested. The change had
resulted in a reduction of paper being used and resulted in a saving of between £20,000 and
£25,000. Experience from 2020 reinforced the importance of checking information on line when

services were disrupted or when there were changes to bank holiday arrangements announced
with limited notice.
RESOLVED – 1) That the Charges Review Report 2021/22 – Community Services had been
submitted to the Panel (CS.30/20).
2) That the Panel thank the Bereavement Services Staff and the Corporate Director of Finance
and Resources and her team for their dedication and hard work during such a difficult and high
pressured time.
(ii) Economic Development
The Corporate Director of Economic Development submitted report ED.38/20 setting out the
proposed fees and charges for areas falling within the responsibility of the Economic
Development Directorate.
The report set out the proposed charges in relation to Planning Services including Development
Control income; Building Control income; Building Control Discretionary Charges; the Home Life
Grant Scheme; Shop Mobility and Investment and Policy Income.
Acceptance of the charges highlighted within the report would result in an anticipated level of
income of £595,200 against the Medium Term Financial Plan target of £637,000.
The Executive had on 9 November 2020 (EX.124/20) received the report and decided:
“That the Executive agreed for consultation the charges, as set out in Report ED.38/20 and
accompanying Appendices, with effect from 1 April 2021; noting the impact those would have
on income generation as detailed within the report.”
In responding to a question the Corporate Director of Economic Development confirmed that the
membership offer for the Shopmobility Scheme was being addressed.
RESOLVED – That the Charges Review Report 2021/22 – Economic Development Services
had been received (ED.38/20).
(iii) Governance and Regulatory Services
The Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Service submitted report GD.48/20
which detailed the proposed fees and charges for areas falling within the responsibility of the
Governance and Regulatory Services Directorate.
The report set out the proposed charges relative to Environmental Health and Housing;
Homeless, Prevention and Accommodation Services; and Legal Services, and the Corporate
Director noted that all the increases proposed were in-line with the Council approved, Corporate
Charging Policy.
The introduction of the proposed charges was forecast to generate income of £845,300 in
2021/22 as summarised in the table at paragraph 5.9.1 of the report.
The Executive had on 9 November 2020 (EX.125/20) received the report and decided:
“That the Executive agreed for consultation the charges as detailed within Report GD.48/20 and
accompanying Appendices, with effect from 1 April 2021; noting the impact those would have
on income generation as detailed within the report.”

In considering the report, Members raised the following questions or comments:
•

The Panel raised a number of questions with regard to pest control charges and the
Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services clarified the following:
- there was no discount scheme in place for pest control, however, the Council always
sought to help residents. Should individuals find the charges expensive the Council would
discuss the matter with them;
- pest control services were discretionary; therefore it was necessary to make a charge to
cover the cost of the services;
- the introduction of a charge for rat control had been necessary to continue the service. The
subsidy of the charge had impacted the other services provided by Regulatory Services;
- it would not be possible to introduce a charge on developers for the displacement of rats
during ground works as it would be difficult to prove that the rats were a result of the
development;
- along with its Enforcement Policy the Council could also use legislation to deal with
households that were the cause of pest issues.

A Member commented that she felt the introduction of the charge for rat control would be
detrimental at this stage due to the current issues households were facing.
•

A Member was concerned that the 3% increase to Homeless Accommodation rental charges
would negatively impact those on Universal Credit and Housing Benefit and asked for a
breakdown of the eligible charges and ineligible charges within the increase.

The Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services agreed to provide a written
response to the Panel with regard the eligible and ineligible charges. He assured the Panel that
the increase had been discussed and agreed as acceptable with the Revenue and Benefits
Service Manager.
RESOLVED – 1) That the Charges Review Report 2021/22 – Governance and Regulatory
Services (GD.48/20) had been received.
2) That the Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services provide the Panel with a
breakdown of the eligible and ineligible charges and the impact of the 3% increase to the
Homeless Accommodation rental charges
(c)

Revised Capital Programme 2020/21 and Provisional Capital Programme 2021/22 to
2025/26

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources submitted report RD.33/20 detailing the
revised Capital Programme for 2020/21, totalling £29,915,800, together with the proposed
method of financing. The report summarised the proposed programme for 2021/22 to 2025/26
in the light of the new capital proposals identified, together with the estimated capital resources
available to fund the programme.
Section 4 provided details of the existing and capital spending proposals. Any capital scheme
for which funding had been approved by Council may only proceed after a full report, including
business case and financial appraisal, had been approved. A summary of the estimated
resources compared to the proposed programme year on year was also provided.
The Executive had on 9 November 2020 (EX.127/20) received the report and decided:

“That the Executive:
1.
Noted the revised capital programme and relevant financing for 2020/21 as set out in
Appendices A and B to Report RD.33/20;
2.
Had given initial consideration and views on the proposed capital spending for 2021/22 to
2025/26 given in the report in the light of the estimated available resources;
3.
Noted that any capital scheme for which funding had been approved by Council may only
proceed after a full report, including business case and financial appraisal, had been
approved.”
In considering the report, Members raised the following questions or comments:
•

The Panel discussed the Council’s electric vehicle fleet and the Neighbourhood Services
Manager responded to questions as below:
- the Council had three electric vehicles with a fourth expected to be delivered next month.
The Council had introduced a Fleet Challenge for the replacement of vehicles and if a
replacement was required a robust business case had to be prepared to support the
investment. Shifting to fully electric was not realistic at this time for the larger vehicles as
they were 200 – 300% more expensive than the conventional alternatives and did not have
the performance required by the Council.
- electricity was cheaper than traditional fuels however, as more vehicles were introduced
there would need to be some consideration of the capacity for the power supply.

The Finance, Governance and Resources Portfolio Holder added that there was no timescale to
make the entire fleet electric as the technology did not exist in a commercial way for large
vehicles, but it was a goal for the Council. He commented that the Council understood the
difficult times residents and businesses were facing and therefore did not want to impact that by
increasing the Council Tax more than the proposed increase to cover additional schemes.
A Member understood the challenges the Council faced but felt that the Council had to be
mindful of the commitment to reduce the Council’s carbon footprint by 2030. She commended
the work of the Neighbourhood Services Manager in introducing the Fleet Challenge and hoped
that other Directorates within the Council would adopt similar challenges into their action plans.
•

Referring to the Climate Change commitment a Member asked how the budget consultation
took place with external bodies and if direct questions regarding the climate emergency were
included?

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources outlined the procedure for the budget
consultation process and explained that the consultation asked about the use of the reserve,
budget pressures and the impact of Covid-19.
•

Had Covid-19 impacted the delivery of Disabled Facility Grants?

The Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services confirmed that there had been
a delay in the delivery during the first lockdown as trades people were not allowed to enter
houses. The work had recommenced, and officers had worked hard to deliver as much as they
could as well as they could.
In response to a further question the Corporate Director agreed that there was a risk regarding
the assumption of Disabled facility Grants in the budget, however, the Council would react to
the funding when the amount was known. He also clarified that government set the amount of
DFG funding to the City Council and Cumbria County Council distributed the funding through
the Better Care fund.

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources summed up the budget item by reminding
the Panel that there was an overriding need to ensure that a balanced budget, which included
savings, was approved. She appreciated the priorities and climate change commitment, but a
balanced budget had to be agreed which minimised the impact to the local council taxpayer.
RESOLVED – 1) That the Revised Capital Programme 2020/21 and Provisional Capital
Programme 2021/22 to 2025/26 (RD.33/20) had been received.
2) That the Neighbourhood Services Manager provide the Panel with a breakdown of the
benefits and cost of electric vehicles along with the fuel charges in comparison to petrol/diesel
vehicles.
HWSP.68/20

QUARTER 2 PERFORMANCE REPORT 2020/21 2.00

The Policy and Performance Officer presented the Quarter 2 Performance Report 2020/21
(PC.27/20).
The report contained the Quarter 2 performance against the current Service Standards and a
summary of the Carlisle Plan 2015-18 actions as defined in the ‘plan on a page’. Performance
against the Panels’ 2020/21 Key Performance Indicators were also included.
The Policy and Performance Officer drew the Panel’s attention to the summary of exceptions
which showed two measures as under target (red) and the reasons:
- CSe18 Actual Old Fire Station (OFS) revenue as a percentage of OFS expenditure
- CSe25 Talkin Tarn revenue as a percentage of Talkin Tarn expenditure
The Policy and Performance Officer asked Members to note that they would be invited to a
working group to look at the future content of the performance reports.
In considering the report Members raised the following comments and questions:
•

Was there a recovery plan in place to support the reopening of the Old Fire Station and
Talkin Tarn?

The Health and Wellbeing Manager assured the Panel that the Talkin Tarn tearoom would
reopen as soon as restrictions allowed, and work was being carried out to ensure that there was
a calendar of events in place at the Old Fire Station when that was allowed to reopen.
•

A Member asked for more information on the increase in waste that could not be recycled.

The Neighbourhood Services Manager informed the Panel that the cost of disposal for
household waste was met by Cumbria County Council and managed through a regional
contract. There had been an increase in waste and recycling during lockdown and there was an
expected increase in recycling prior to Christmas as more people used home delivery due to
shopping restrictions.
RESOLVED – 1) That the Quarter 2 Performance Report 2020/21 (PC.27/20) had been
submitted to the Panel;
2) The Panel congratulated the Neighbourhood Services Manager and his team for the
continuous high performance during such a difficult time.

HWSP.69/20

OVERVIEW REPORT AND WORK PROGRAMME

The Overview and Scrutiny Officer presented report OS.25/20 providing an overview of matters
relating to the work of the Health and Wellbeing Scrutiny Panel.
The Overview and Scrutiny Officer drew the Panel’s attention to the Notice of Executive Key
Decisions and informed them that the November Notice had been published and the following
matters fell within the remit of the Panel:
KD.27/20 - Review of Public Space Protection Orders
KD.31/20 – Local Air Quality Action Plan Consultation and Agreement
The Panel agreed to add both items to their Work Programme to their meeting on 14 January
2021. They also agreed that representatives from the Zero Carbon Partnership be invited to the
attend the meeting as part of the Panel’s scrutiny of the Local Environment (Climate Change)
Strategy, they also requested an update from the Member Advisory Group on the action plan
and any ‘quick wins’ which could move the agenda forward under the same item.
The Panel discussed the future scrutiny of the Local Environment (Climate Change) Strategy in
some detail. The Panel were concerned that there was no budget allocated to the actions of the
Local Environment (Climate Change) Strategy.
A Member commented that she had been disappointed that the consideration of the Strategy
could not be in tandem with the budget setting process as some of the actions would have
budget implications. She felt that the 2021/22 budget should have taken consideration of the
climate change strategy following a commitment made by the Council in the previous year.
The Panel discussed the budget process timing and were reminded that this meeting provided
the Panel with the opportunity to scrutinise the budget and make recommendations to the
Executive. There was no further opportunity in the consultation process for this Panel to make
recommendations on the budget.
The Panel considered making a further recommendation to the Executive but felt climate
change matters were incorporated in many areas of the budget and a previous resolution in the
meeting asked the Executive to ensure that the budget incorporated actions on the climate
strategy.
RESOLVED 1) That report OS.22/20 be noted.
2) That the following items be submitted to the Panel at their meeting on 14 January 2021
o Local Environment (Climate Change Strategy) with an invitation to the Zero carbon
Partnership to attend the meeting;
o Active Spaces review
o Community Centre Update
o Review of Public Space Protection Orders and Enforcement Strategy
o Local Air Quality Action Plan Consultation and Agreement
3) That the Green Spaces Strategy Update be deferred.
4) That the Panel endorse their resolution at HWSP.67/20 (a) in asking that the Executive
Budget adequately reflected the climate change actions.

The Chair (Councillor Paton) left the meeting at 12.30pm and the Vice Chair (Councillor Mrs
Finlayson) took the Chair for the remainder of the meeting.
HWSP.70/20

PUBLIC AND PRESS

RESOLVED – That in accordance with Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 the
Public and Press were excluded from the meeting during consideration of the following item of
business on the grounds that it involved the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in
the paragraph number (as indicated in brackets against the minute) of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the 1972 Local Government Act.
The Panel adjourned at 12.49pm and reconvened at 12.56pm
HWSP.71/20

TULLIE HOUSE BUSINESS PLAN
(Public and Press excluded by virtue of Paragraph 3)

The Vice Chair welcomed Andrew Smith – Chairman, Andrew Mackay – Director and Board
Member, Katie Proud – Head of Finance and Board Member and Anna Smalley – Head of
Collections and Engagement, from Tullie House.
The Health and Wellbeing Manager presented private report CS.31/20, the purpose of which
was to introduce and allow consideration of the Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery Trust
2020/21 Business Plan in order that the Council may, in due course, agree core funding for the
Trust. That was in line with Section 5 of the Partnership Agreement between the Council and
Tullie House Trust, which stated that the Business Plan submitted by the Trust should be used
as the basis for agreeing future years funding.
Details of the background position; core grant; lease arrangements; building and collection
financial implications; impact of COVID-19 and impact of the proposals put forward by Tullie
House Trust were provided within the report.
The Executive had considered the matter on 12 October 2020 (EX.121/20 refers) and referred
the report to the Panel for their review and recommendations.
Mr Smith, Chairman, informed the Panel that Tullie House had recently been awarded £494,800
as part of the Government’s Culture Recovery Fund to help face the challenges of the
coronavirus pandemic, this resulted in the proposals for core funding to remain almost as they
had been in the previous year.
Mr Smith reminded the Panel of the commitment to Project Tullie and reported that reserves
had been set aside to support the Project. Tullie House had been successful in attracting
funding and this had supported the reserve and been invested into the new Costume Gallery.
He set out the importance of the Project to both Tullie House and the Council and drew the
Panel’s attention to some maintenance issues within the building.
Mr Mackay, Director, updated the Panel on how Tullie House had responded to the Covid-19
pandemic, the impact to Tullie House income and detailed the exhibitions and community work
that had been undertaken in the last twelve months.
Ms Smalley, Head of Collections and Engagement, detailed the Community and Wellbeing
Programme for Tullie House.

The Panel acknowledged the outstanding exhibitions and community engagement that Tullie
House undertook and congratulated them on securing exhibitions such as Turner and
Rembrandt.
The Panel discussed Project Tullie and the capital investment and felt that any decision should
be delayed until further consideration of the Business Case and potential impact on future
revenue could be investigated further.
The Panel questioned Tullie House representatives on their commercial strategy, how they
were addressing climate change issues and the timescales for Project Tullie and any capital
investment.
The Leader commented that it was a very uncertain time for the Council, who were in a difficult
financial situation, any capital investment and revenue savings had to be investigated
thoroughly and taken through the correct decision making process. He added that he was keen
to ensure a continuation of the good dialogue with Tullie House regarding Council support for
their future plans.
The Deputy Chief Executive clarified the Council’s role in the building and collection
maintenance at Tullie House and assured the Panel that the preservation of the collection was a
priority.
RESOLVED – 1) That the Panel had considered the funding proposals made by Tullie House
Board, in the context of the information that they provided regarding challenges and
opportunities set out in their Business Plan contained in report CS.35/20.
2) The Panel recommend to the Executive that they revisit the Business Case for investment in
Project Tullie.
3) That Mr Smith, Mr Mackay and Ms Smalley be thanked for their presentations and for their
detailed answers to the Panel’s questions.

[The meeting ended at 2:26pm]

